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New Museum Announces Its Upcoming Season of Exhibitions
Opening in Conunction with the New Museum Triennial
New York, NY...In conjunction with the lead exhibition of the season—the 2018 New Museum Triennial—
the New Museum announces solo exhibitions by Nathaniel Mellors and Alexandra Pirici in its recently
debuted South Galleries, along with an exhibition by Anna Craycroft, the artist-in-residence for the
Department of Education and Public Engagement’s Spring 2018 R&D Season, and a window installation
by artist Sara Magenheimer.
“Nathaniel Mellors: Progressive Rocks”
February 6–April 15, 2018
South Galleries, Ground Floor
The fantastical and wryly comical videos,
sculptures, and installations by Los
Angeles– and Amsterdam-based artist
Nathaniel Mellors (b. 1974, Doncaster, UK)
employ absurdist satire to incisively critique
morality, national identity, religion, and
power structures in contemporary society.
Conflating narrative tropes and methods
from television sitcoms, theater, science
fiction, mythology, and anthropology, Mellors
writes the scripts for each of his projects,
which he also directs, edits, and produces.
Nathaniel Mellors, The Vomiter (Ourhouse), 2010. Animatronic
His raucous films feature a book-eating
sculpture with silicon hose, peristaltic pump, painted silicon, wood,
steel, paper pulp, and bucket, dimensions variable. Photo: Alexander creature named “The Object” who literally
digests a family’s library (Ourhouse, 2010–
Newton. Courtesy the artist and the Box, Los Angeles
ongoing); a Neanderthal in perpetual free-fall
over the San Joaquin Valley (Neanderthal Container, 2014); and two messianic beings, in the form of
a cardboard box and a giant egg, who attempt to make sense of a culture that they created millions of
years prior (The Aalto Natives, 2017, in collaboration with Erkka Nissinen, originally conceived for the
Finnish Pavilion at the Venice Biennale). For his exhibition at the New Museum, Mellors will create a
new environment including video projections and animatronic sculpture.
“Nathaniel Mellors: Progressive Rocks” is curated by Margot Norton, Curator, and will be on view
in the New Museum’s recently inaugurated South Galleries, a space designated for premiering new
productions at the Museum. The South Galleries preserve the character of the building’s loft spaces,
where many artists historically worked and exhibited.

Alexandra Pirici
February 6–April 15, 2018
South Galleries, Ground Floor
In her work, Alexandra Pirici
(b. 1982, Bucharest, Romania) uses
performance and choreography to
address symbolic manifestations
of history through frameworks that
define bodily presence in both real
and virtual space. Her new project for
the New Museum takes the form of an
ongoing action with live performers
and one holographic performer. The
project approaches the concept of
“Alexandra Pirici: Aggregate,” 2017. Exhibition view: Neuer Berliner
presence in an expanded sense,
Kunstverein, Berlin. Photo: Joseph Devitt Tremblay. Courtesy the artist
focusing in particular on its increasing
dispersion. In Pirici’s ongoing action—
conceived especially for the New Museum’s South Galleries—presence is revealed in a variety of
ways: as physical body as well as artificial stand-in, avatar, and ghost, taking on the character of a
memorial or monument; as image and abstraction of the living subject into quantifiable, monetizable
data; and as the expanded life of “dead” objects in museum collections—using the presence of live
performers to challenge their stable state and static interpretation.
This new work continues Pirici’s recent interrogations into the collective body through
choreographies that link different temporal and spatial events in real time. In the work, performers
embody amalgamated parts, intersecting with each other yet separately manipulable. Pirici’s project
attempts to enact the dispersion of presence and to comment on contemporary processes of abstraction
that separate sign from substance and image from material support. Proposing a distributed occupation
of space and time, the work functions as one monstrous, modular organism made of living and digital
matter.
The exhibition is curated by Helga Christoffersen, Assistant Curator, and will be on view in
the New Museum’s recently inaugurated South Galleries, a space designated for premiering new
productions at the Museum. The South Galleries preserve the character of the building’s loft spaces,
where many artists historically worked and exhibited.
Anna Craycroft
As part of the Spring 2018 R&D
Season: Animation
January 17–May 13, 2018
Fifth Floor Gallery
Anna Craycroft (b. 1975, Eugene,
OR) will be the artist-in-residence
during the Department of Education and
Public Engagement’s Spring 2018 R&D
Season: Animation. Craycroft’s residency
will include an exhibition and public
programming considering the rights and
Anna Craycroft, Storyboard: Animating Personhood, 2017. Ink on
ethics of personhood. Questions of who
paper, 20 x 36 in (50.8 x 91.4 cm). Courtesy the artist
and what qualifies as a person have
become increasingly contentious as
the agency of all beings—from nonhuman animals to corporations, and from ecosystems to artificial
intelligence—has fractured legal and theoretical discourse. To chronicle these controversies, Craycroft
will transform the Fifth Floor Gallery into a site for producing an animated film, which she will develop
over the course of the exhibition; visitors will physically enter the stage where Craycroft will shoot new

footage every week for the duration of the residency. Drawing on traditions of folklore and fables, which
often use anthropomorphism to narrate moral tales, the animated film will confront the physical and
philosophical lenses used to construct and qualify personhood.
This exhibition is organized by Johanna Burton, Keith Haring Director and Curator of Education
and Public Engagement, and Sara O’Keeffe, Assistant Curator, with Kate Wiener, Education Associate.
Sara Magenheimer
January 24–April 15, 2018
Storefront Window, Ground Floor
Working across a range of media
including video, sound, performance,
sculpture, collage, and installation, New
York–based artist Sara Magenheimer
(b. 1981, Philadelphia, PA) disrupts,
manipulates,
and
defamiliarizes
language with bold combinations of
image and text. Her videos incorporate
traditional filmic editing techniques
alongside those inspired by music and
collage. In syncopated progressions Sara Magenheimer, Best is Man’s Breath Quality, 2017 (still). HD video,
sound, color; 15:13 min. Courtesy the artist and Video Data Bank
of pictures and words, Magenheimer
pushes against the bounds of narrative,
charting circuitous storylines through vernacular associations that invite individual interpretations.
Through surprising juxtapositions of language, graphic compositions, and idiosyncratic imagery, she
reveals how visual and verbal signs mutate and guide manifold pathways to understanding.
Magenheimer will present a new video installation in the window of the New Museum’s 231
Bowery building. This project is part of a new series of window installations, which relaunches the
program the New Museum originally mounted in the 1980s. In conjunction with her window installation,
a selection of Magenheimer’s films will also be on view as part of the Museum’s ongoing Screens
Series. This project is curated by Margot Norton, Curator.

ABOUT NEW MUSEUM
The New Museum is the only museum in New York City exclusively devoted to contemporary art.
Founded in 1977, the New Museum is a center for exhibitions, information, and documentation about
living artists from around the world. From its beginnings as a one-room office on Hudson Street to the
inauguration of its first freestanding building on the Bowery designed by SANAA in 2007, the New
Museum continues to be a place of experimentation and a hub of new art and new ideas.

SUPPORT
“Nathaniel Mellors: Progressive Rocks”
This exhibition is made possible with support provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging Artists
Exhibitions Fund.
Alexandra Pirici
This exhibition is made possible with support provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging Artists
Exhibitions Fund.

Additional support is provided by the Artemis Council of the New Museum:
Maria Baibakova, Chair, Dr. Shelley Fox Aarons, Valerie Biberaj, Sarah Rose Calodney,
Radhika Chanana and Amira Chanana, Robin Cofer-D’Alleva, Federica Fanari, Belma Gaudio,
Stacey Georgen, Agnes Gund, Nasiba Hartland-Mackie, Laura Lehmann, Randi Charno Levine,
Toby Milstein, Nazy Nazhand, Claire D. Olshan, Bettina Prentice, Debbie Rechler, Lisa Schiff,
Sara Story, Pam Wasserstein, Madeline Weinrib, Arden Wohl, Tiffany Zabludowicz,
H.R.H. Princess Eugenie of York, Ambassador
Additional support is provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging Artists Exhibitions Fund.
Anna Craycroft
Artist commissions at the New Museum are generously supported by the Neeson / Edlis Artist
Commissions Fund.
Artist residencies are made possible, in part, by:
Laurie Wolfert
The Council for Artists Research and Residencies of the New Museum
Additional support is provided by The Toby Devan Lewis Emerging Artists Exhibitions Fund.
Further exhibition support is provided, in part, by public funds from the New York State Council on the
Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature, and from
the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council.

Endowment support is provided by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund; the Skadden, Arps Education
Programs Fund; and the William Randolph Hearst Endowed Fund for Education Programs at the New
Museum.
Special thanks to the Wassaic Project.
Sara Magenheimer
This project is made possible with support provided by the Toby Devan Lewis Emerging Artists
Exhibitions Fund.

